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3 

THE GROVE  
	

[Prologue] 
	

The cage is fastened so that her neck is encircled by an opening in its floor. The girl's face and 
head are completely encapsulated by this metal armature. There is no apparent way to 
disassemble the cage, and there appears to be no other option for removing the unconventional 
head gear. Save for the small, hinged door that periodically appears at the front of the cage, and 
for the obvious space between the bars, the contraption doesn't have any obvious openings. This 
suggests an oddly selective kind of imprisonment that allows her to move through space in a way 
that is almost normal. Her limbs are free to carry her without impediment, and yet there is still 
an undeniable obstacle fashioned to her person. Her engagement with the world and others is 
inherently inhibited by the bars that cover her face. 	

While her hands may hold onto whatever they please, while her fingers may grasp at a number of 
things, while her feet may step and kick, her head and its features reside in a small cell. Her eyes 
can still see, though their view is undoubtedly obstructed by a bar or two. Her ears can still 
hear, with presumably no interference at all. Her nose is equally free to do its job. Her mouth, 
however, is not at liberty to perform some important tasks. The grate that rests in front of her 
lips requires a resulting difficulty with the tasks of taking care of one's health. Eating and 
drinking must be made more difficult, at least much more tedious, with the maneuvering of a 
utensil through the openings of the bars. Perhaps the task drains the joy from eating to the point 
that the girl slowly begins consuming smaller and smaller portions, purely as the result of 
exhaustion, frustration. 	

Acts of intimacy, kissing in particular, would also presumably be inhibited by this structure. The 
occasional hinged door on the cage would suggest a possible entrance way, but it is undeniable 
that that access would be limited at best. Even eye contact might be interrupted by the bars that 
stand between her face and another's. She may see and be seen, but to engage with those that sit 
outside the cage, is another, perhaps unyielding, hurdle. 	

On her face is a constant look of quiet resignation. The expression is one worn between storms.	

 
 
[Chapter one: She had seen enough beginnings to know that one would show up soon.]	

She is not alone, but joined by a second, also wearing the cage. They sit cross-legged, avoiding 
one another's gaze, communicating with stiff limbs. Their clasped hands rest in the lap of the girl 
on the left. Each of them casts their eyes downward, but not towards the ground. There is no 
ground; only empty space surrounds them. 	
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[Chapter two: And so she was left to consider, all that is real and all that is imagined.]	

The girl is seated on the edge of a bed with her back to the viewer. The bed is placed in a small 
clearing in an otherwise vast and dense forest. The bed is neatly made, and does not appear to 
have been slept in. She a dress, reinforcing the impression that she has not just woken up, but is 
instead perhaps only sitting down to rest. 	

She is no longer wearing the cage over her head, it sits on the ground, to the left of the bed. The 
opening in the floor of the cage reminds us of its use as apparel. Though there may be an 
ambiguity as to whether she took it off herself, or if another force factored into her release, the 
fact remains that the cage is off, that it is possible for the cage to be removed. Given the context 
of the girl's relaxed body language and the bedroom furniture, it seems likely that the girl 
removed the cage herself, placing it casually next to the bed the way one might remove their 
eyeglasses before slumber.	

If she is capable of removing the cage in this moment, why isn't she capable of keeping it off? 
Why does she ever wear it at all?	

 

[chapter three: This newly hallowed reality catches, making the air rise from my lungs.] 

The girl is again joined by another. They stand with clasped hands in the same empty space 
where we have seen them before. Each still wears a cage over her respective head. The girl on 
the right stands just slightly in front of the other. While her companion casts her eyes dejectedly 
towards the ground, the girl in the bun trains her eyes forwards. Her shoulders are square and 
her gaze is steady and meets the viewer's with an unwavering refusal to look away. 	

 

[chapter four: She found them one at a time, though it felt like all at once, and lived each in its 
entirety, memories from yesterday and long ago.]	

The girl is seen at the edge of a wood. The sky is darkened, and though there is no visible orb in 
the sky, the trees seem to be lit softly, as if by moonlight. Their shadows are cast away from the 
girl, making the border of the edge of the woods, and the division between their space and the 
bare ground around her even more pronounced. If one looks closely, one will start to see shapes 
on the surface of the trunks, letters carved into their flesh. Each trunk has a pair of letters etched 
upon it, presumably representing initials. The girl stares forlornly into the trunks before her, 
confronted by something foreign but familiar. She stands still, with one arm across her chest, as 
if in hesitation. Stopped in her tracks by the discovery of the markings in the trees, she keeps a 
good distance between herself and the carved messages while she comes to terms with their 
existence.	

The initials are familiar to her because she carved them there. As long as years ago, and as 
recent as yesterday she visited this place and scored the tree trunks with symbols of experiences 
put on hold, notes on what she didn't yet understand. Perhaps the forest has an intelligence of its 
own and willed mosses to grow over its scars to hide the marks from the girl, until it felt that she 
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was ready to find them. Or maybe a thick layer of fog had always appeared when the girl had 
walked through this neck of woods, until now. Perhaps the indicator it took as evidence of her 
preparedness to have these marks revealed was the absence of the cage.	

 
[Chapter five: This Thread of Doubt will take me in my sleep.]	

The figure sits cross-legged, cradling a chicken in her arms. She wears the usual cage on her 
head, but an additional hindrance is present. A string is tied to the top of her cage, tethering her 
to the tree a short distance behind her. The line is draped, almost tangled, amongst its branches. 
The girl's facial expression is predictably vacant, her eyes are unfocused, and untrained on the 
creature she holds in her lap. She would appear to be immobile, held within a small radius 
created by the string that ties her there. But the string is just that, a string, a thread really. It is 
drawn so delicately, one might at first not see it, and may then believe that one has caught a 
glimpse of a stray hair clinging to the surface of the stark paper. This fragile strand would be 
unlikely to hold against her struggle. Yet she sits, still, beneath the tree, the thread slack and 
draping like a string of Christmas lights trimming its limbs. She is stuck, but it is not the meager 
hitch that restrains her.	

***	

The figure is sitting cross-legged again, but there is no tree standing behind her. Her lap is free 
of fowl, and instead she is holding a pair of scissors in one hand, and a line of thread ready to 
cut in the other. The thread, no longer tangled in the branches of the tree, is now wound around 
her own limbs. Her expression is decidedly different from her earlier look of disconnect. Her 
eyes are focused on the tangle of thread in her hands, which she crouches over in concentration. 
The space behind her is free of the tree, but the thread remains. She has managed to snap it and 
move away from the tree (or has she been snipped free?), but she has since been tangled in the 
string. She has been restrained anew, but is determined to free herself. 	

***	

She is on her knees, sitting on her heels, her arms bound to her sides and her hands resting in 
her lap. The strings have tightened around her torso, wrapped so many times she shouldn't be 
able to lift her arms. She is looking off to one side, so that her cheek is turned to the viewer. Her 
gaze is lowered, and the look of dejection has returned to her eyes. The ground around her is 
strewn with the corpses of dead chickens. The pair of scissors she held in the previous drawing 
lies amongst their bodies.	

The tool clearly wasn't used to cut the string, but could it have been used to impale the animals 
that now lay lifeless in her presence? 	
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[chapter six: The only way out of the forest is through the trees.]	

The Forest of Failed Escapes has been filled with scores of ladders, leaned up against nearly 
every other tree, abandoned in the company of their fellow tiered stepping tools. The ladders 
barely reach to the top branches of the trees against which they lean, and thus couldn't possibly 
offer a successful means of escape from the forest and its perils. It seems odd that the girl's idea 
for exiting the forest was to try going up as a way of getting out. Perhaps she had already 
wandered so far in seemingly every direction, that she eventually came to the conclusion that 
maybe there was no edge to this space, that maybe the only way to get out was to go not side to 
side, but up. Nevertheless, the ladder clearly wasn't a successful solution. Yet, the area is filled 
with them, suggesting a repeated effort at locating a successful escape route. She tried many 
locations it seems – even if she wasn't convinced it would work – and over time, eliminated many 
variables of placement. 	

This scene did indeed develop over a long period of time, she didn't try one ladder after another 
in quick succession. Rather she tried one or two in a row, before crumbling to the ground in 
frustrated agony. She would pound her fists on the grassy floor and eek out a few exasperated 
sobs before feeling the numb of defeat still her limbs and unfocus her gaze. She would sit and 
stare at nothing for some amount of time before pushing herself up to her feet and walking once 
again out of this corner of the grove, in search of a path that leads her away from the trees.  
 
	

[Chapter seven: (One day, I will leave violets on the graves of/ Kisses never had/ And hands 
never held)]	

the young women are facing one another, meeting each other's gaze; one girl leans toward the 
other, one hand on the other's knee, the other on the hinged door of the cage she wears. The girl 
who leans toward the other appears brave, but not fearless. She is pushing past a hesitation and 
a fear that clearly still has a hold of the other girl, whose eyes relay an apprehension 
approaching panic. The strained look on her face is juxtaposed with the placement of her limbs. 
She sits with legs bent to one side, her hands resting on either knee, leaving her torso open. She 
is frozen in place, stunned by the potential of the ensuing moments. There is a tension in the gaze 
between the two sets of eyes, a charge in the presumably closing space between them. 	
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[Introduction]	

In this paper I will discuss my MFA thesis project, entitled The Grove, as well as the supporting 

narrative found printed here. The works found in this exhibition picture one's mental space as a 

literal terrain to be traversed and explored; while the girl and her encounters have been 

allegorized, the wanderings are representative of my own. The subject of each composition is 

shown wandering the locales that compose her inner landscape, a place with distinguishing 

characteristics and a governing force all its own. It is a space made up of densely wooded areas 

and pockets of stark nothingness. The conception of this space has been a process of attempting 

to map the corners of my own mind, a place that to me has always been ephemeral and 

bewildering.  

The Grove is a book, created as a visual and literary interpretation of my internal life. 

This book takes the form of an illustrated text. Words and images are paired to represent a 

tenuous space of introspection, where the answering of one question leads to many more 

unknowns. This space is forever shifting, a riddle that is unsolvable because the set up keeps 

changing. This instability is central to the work, and enforced by a multiplicity of narratives 

present within it. The figure's struggle to navigate the forest and the inconsistent presence of the 

cage over her head, present ambiguities in regards to her agency in this space. My depictions of 

this struggle raise the question of individual agency in regards to one's mental health and internal 

life. Also depicted in the drawings is an unclear relationship between the girl and a second figure 

who appears in three of the compositions; these images follow a second central narrative 

concerned with the figure's repression – and consequently elusive experience – of desire. Also 

discussed in this paper will be the formal choices I have made to ensure one's encounter with the 

exhibition reflects the figure's encounter with the figurative world of The Grove. 	
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[Description of the Exhibition] 

A series of seven graphite drawings appear ghostly on the page, smooth and seamless 

impressions of unassuming portraits. The subject matter is rendered with a minimal value range, 

highlighting the work's consideration of the subject's ephemeral psychology and the fragility of 

her understanding of herself and all that exists around her. Five of the seven drawings have been 

paired with an equally sized piece of paper embossed with text. In contrast to these delicately 

shaded graphite pieces are two installations assembled of cut elements from line etchings that are 

pinned and pieced together with the texture of a puzzle being put together with the wrong pieces. 

The installations take a closer look at two locations in The Grove, The Forest of Failed 

Escapes and The Clearing. They are composed of the same images as the aforementioned 

graphite drawings. The girl, the cage, the trees, and the animals are presented in etched form, and 

reveal a contrasting mood and texture with their drawn counterparts. They betray an origin of 

scratched surfaces on the copper and zinc plates from which they were printed, plates that were 

not completely burnished of their blemishes. Both the drawings and the installations are delicate 

in their own way, but the scratch marks that accent the surface of the hundreds of cut-out shapes 

communicate a physicality that doesn't come across in the undisturbed surfaces of the drawings. 

These installations produce an expression of the narrative much grittier than the smooth and 

polished value transitions of the graphite works. The two distinct processes complement one 

another and together offer a more comprehensive understanding of the world they present.  

The terrain of The Grove is echoed in the intentional placement of the gallery walls. The 

footpath formed by the arrangement of the walls is wandering, taking the viewer in a loop 

through the space. The tight spaces in the drawn and cut forests are reflected in the narrow 
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passageways between walls, leading to open rooms which parallel the empty spaces that the girls 

often occupy on the page. The vast white space on the page is further expanded by the white 

space of the walls between pieces. Due to the delicacy of the drawings and the faintness of the 

graphite, the drawings are barely perceptible from afar. Thus, save for the punctuation of the 

darker and more textured cut installations, when considering the gallery as a whole, the walls are 

nearly entirely white space, with small variations in value and warmth. This monotone and visual 

sparseness is a macrocosm of the quality of the individual drawings, as well as a reflection of the 

vast infinity of the space which the drawings represent. 	

	

[Children's Book Layout, The Presence of Text] 

The Grove is a book. The presence of visual text, reinforces the understanding of these graphite 

images as illustrations. Instead of being incorporated into the image itself, or printed at the 

bottom of the page, the text has been placed on a page that has been displayed so as to evoke the 

layout of facing pages in an open book. Some of these pairings are displayed in the corners of 

two adjacent walls, so that the pages are more literally facing one another. The seam where the 

walls meet acts as the spine of the book and the walls as hard covers. The process of moving 

through the gallery becomes akin to turning the pages of a book as the viewer moves from one 

diptych to the next.  

Further reinforcing The Grove as and illustrated text are the two cut paper installations 

hung amongst the drawings. These pieces are a sort of “Pop-Up Book”, intimate dioramas 

intended to suggest more space than typically fits within a book's binding. The installations are 

composed of pieces cut from copper and zinc plate etchings, which are pinned to the wall using 
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insect and dressmakers pins. The pins are long and thin like needles, allowing the cut paper 

elements to float off the wall at varying distances. 	

 

The Grove's text, when read as a continuous body, reads:  

This string of doubt will take me in my sleep. The only way out of the forest is through the 

trees. But we will always keep these memories of the grove. She had seen enough 

beginnings to know that one would show up soon. She found them one at a time, though it 

felt like all at once, and lived each in its entirety, memories from yesterday and long ago. 

This newly hallowed reality catches, making the air rise from my lungs. And so she was 

left to consider, all that is real and all that is imagined. One day, I will leave violets on 

the graves of kisses never had and hands never held.  

	

This compiled body of text is a complete set of pages. The mysteries of Harris Burdick, written 

and illustrated by Chris Van Allsburg, is a classic picture book with a similar format. The book is 

a collection of fourteen illustrations, each with a small title and caption printed on the facing 

page. One drawing is of two priests standing in the naturally lit hall of a cathedral, with their 

hands clasped behind their backs, as they look up at a nun, floating in the air above them, seated 

in a chair. The facing page shows the title: “The Seven Chairs,” and below it, the caption, “The 

fifth one ended up in France.” The most text present in the whole book is in the introduction, a 

full five paragraphs giving context to the pages that follow. This text sets forth the narrative of 

Harris Burdick, the artist who brought these drawings and their captions to a children's book 

publisher as excerpts of fourteen stories he had written and illustrated, before disappearing and 
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leaving the publishers with only these small glimpses of his work. The introduction explains that 

the drawings were published in the hopes of inspiring others' imaginations into action upon 

viewing. Harris Burdick is a fictional character, but the story about his disappearance and his 

completion of these works is presented as truth, heightening the intrigue behind the short scraps 

of text that accompany the curious compositions.  

Because their origin is shrouded in mystery, Van Allsburg's images become infinitely 

more engaging. The intrigue of The Grove is similarly emboldened by a withholding of 

information. In both cases, enough information is provided to invite unending musings on the 

possible content that could fill the spaces between what sparse pieces of information we have 

been provided, but not enough information that what we have before us is a riddle that can be 

solved. In House of Leaves, Mark Danielewski writes of riddles:	

	

“Riddles: they either delight or torment. Their delight lies in solutions. Answers provide 

bright moments of comprehension perfectly suited for children who still inhabit a world 

were solutions are readily available. Implicit in the riddle's form is a promise that the rest 

of the world resolves just as easily. And so riddles comfort the child's mind which spins 

wildly before the onslaught of so much information and so many subsequent questions.  

The adult world, however, produces riddles of a different variety. They do not have 

answers and are often called enigmas and paradoxes. Still the old hint of the riddle's form 

corrupts these questions by re-echoing the most fundamental lesson: there must be an 

answer. From there comes torment.”i	
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Riddles are a luxury not available to grown-ups. This, perhaps, is what complicates some picture 

books' categorization as children's books. Illustrated texts that present problems not easily solved 

are left suspended in limbo; they cannot be catalogued as content suitable for youth because of 

their words, nor be catalogued as content suitable for adults because of their pictures. In this 

way, the unconventional or unsettling picture book is something of an enigma in and of itself, 

tormenting librarians and bookshop keepers alike with the riddle of its proper placement amongst 

the other volumes.  

Edward Gorey's work is a prime example of this literary form. Throughout his career, 

Gorey wrote and illustrated over one hundred picture books, and had a great deal of difficulty 

getting them published before opening his own Fantod Pressii. His illustrated texts assume the 

form of children's literature, but often hold a sinister humor in their words and images. His 

stories are meandering and random to say the least. Oftentimes, illustration seems to have no 

relation to its paired text. Some of his most classic works are written with a cheery tone, but 

relay some horrific tale. In his book, The Evil Garden, the text takes the form of rhyming 

couplets, but details the terrors of a garden where visitors are killed by plants, animals, and 

bubbling ponds. His text and image pairings don't often give his reader the narrative form 

expected, and when they do, the narrative is hardly suitable for the young minds traditionally 

presented with picture books.  

Edward Gorey's work, like the work of each artist I will discuss, is represented in visual 

narrative and assumes a form from which we expect a definitive answer. Drawings resembling 

fairy tale illustrations make us search for a moral to the story on the page. But the worlds these 

artists create are just as complex and layered with subtleties, possible interpretations, and 
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unanswered questions as our own. Their work documents these worlds, recording the history and 

habitants of their imagined places. As such, the stories contained within them cannot have one 

interpretation, but instead must be engaged with and understood by the viewer; they must be 

discussed and argued over like the history of the world we inhabit ourselves.  

Just like Harris Burdick and the other children's books that don't offer a neat and tidy 

lesson to be learned. The Grove can also be understood as an unsolvable riddle. The text I 

include in this exhibition is similarly unlikely to caption the composition it is paired with, and 

hardly sounds – in vocabulary or tone – like that of a children's story. Thus, in addition to the 

narrative it holds being concerned with the un-fixed-ness, the un-solve-ability of so many things, 

The Grove's very form is a paradox. 

	

[Symbols of Agency In The Grove: The Cage]  

I use a number of repeated symbols in The Grove. Each one contributes to the overall self-

contained world and inner-workings of this space. In the following sections, I will discuss each 

of these objects, and their significance to the central narrative of the girl's undetermined agency.  

A central symbol in The Grove is the cage that the girl wears over her head like a helmet. I've 

created an ambiguity regarding her ability to remove the cage by including two pieces amongst 

this body of work in which the girl is free of her shackles. The first of these compositions is a 

cut-paper installation entitled, And so she was left to consider, all that is real, and all that is 

imagined. (fig.1) Here, I have drawn the subject with relaxed body language, seated on a bed in 

The Clearing. The cage is not encircling the girl's head, but instead sits on the forest floor, to the 
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side of the bed. There is a sense of ease about this scene, one that contrasts sharply with the other 

drawings in order to engender a feeling of near betrayal. This girl has previously appeared to be 

subjected to the contrivance on her head. Now, I have revealed the cage to be removable. 	

The cage's presence materializes a psychological state that is destructively protective. An 

oppression, a denial, a state of locking oneself in to guard from unsavory truths or overwhelming 

experiences. Doing so, however, is of course stunting, it inhibits growth. The bars that encircle 

her are intended as a gated community, but too often play the role of a prison. They keep others 

out, but also keep her in, in the name of perceived protection.  

The second image in which we see the figure free of her bondage is, She found them one 

at a time, though it felt like all at once, and lived each in its entirety, memories from yesterday 

and long ago. (fig. 2) The girl stands at the edge of the forest, staring into the trees. Here, her 

gaze is directed at the initials carved into the trunks of the trees. As in And so she is left to 

consider... the girl is free of her usual cranial adornment, a fact that becomes significant when 

understanding that she is having a moment of realization. Would she have seen the initials in the 

trees if she were still donning the cage? Would she have recognized the evidence of this past act? 

The cage is symbolic of the girl's mental state, meaning the inclusion of these two pieces 

in which the she is pictured without her cage, raises the question of her agency in regards to the 

cage, and thus attempts to grapple with the question of one's agency in regards to their internal 

life, or mental health. As discussed above, in And so she was left to consider, the girl appears 

calm, and the removal of the cage seems voluntary. However, one also has the sense that she is 

tired and resting, that these unfettered moments are not easily come by. There is a complexity to 

the rules of the cage, and rules of the land in which the cage and the girl exist, that suggests an 
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imperfect pattern to the forces that govern the her imprisonment. We only know that one of those 

forces is her own will. 	

 

[Symbols of Agency: The Thread of Doubt] 

The importance of the subject's will and agency is illustrated in a sub-series of drawings within 

The Grove. This vignette of three compositions, entitled Thread of Doubt, (fig. 3-5) focuses on a 

more conspicuous representation of the figure's struggle, and the roll of her own actions in 

continuing the push-pull of her own circumstances.  

In Thread of Doubt, the girl's struggle is disproportionate to her circumstances. She is 

bound in place by frail thread, and when she escapes its snare, she is careless enough to become 

the center of its twisted knot. One might imagine that she simply isn't trying, that she has no 

desire to escape her current circumstances. Yet the look of defeat in her eyes asks one not to 

judge too harshly the tragic result of the weight of the cage around her shoulders.  

Her impotence is underscored most heavily by the presence of the scissors in the last 

composition. (fig. 5) The same tool she used to attempt escape from her knot now lies amongst 

the lifeless bodies of the chickens (a symbol I will discuss further in the section, “Mourning The 

Casualties of Ignorance”). Her own body is bound by thread, her arms lashed to her sides. 

Whether or not she held the scissors herself, her guilt is tangible. At the very least, the 

negligence that bound her in that knot of string rendered her powerless, and unable to stop the 

slaughter. 

Robyn O'neil is a contemporary artist working in graphite drawings whose work is also 

concerned with the struggle of self-destruction, but the one female figure in my own work is 
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replaced in hers with hundreds of tiny men. These men appear in massive landscape drawings of 

barren tundra and are all dressed in identical black sweat suits and Nike tennis shoes. The 

drawings are done entirely in graphite, and are generally around eight by ten feetiii. O'neil's 

images are apocalyptic, most often following the droves of tiny men that seem on a clear path to 

destruction. O'neil's drawings speak to humans' ruinous tendencies, but they are more a comment 

on man's self-destruction, than on his destruction of his surroundings. The men are often at odds 

with one another, and the desolate landscapes are simply the stage on which these vignettes play 

out. Instead of drawing one girl fighting to untangle the knot around her, O'neil shows a 

macrocosm of human struggle with countless, nearly identical men clashing with one another. 

One could even imagine these men as a personification of the many parts of a character like the 

girl in The Grove, at odds with one another and distracted from what unfolds around them. In my 

own drawings, the subject is too absorbed in her difficulties with string to notice markings in the 

trees or save chickens from being slaughtered; in O'neil's works, the men are caught up in their 

interpersonal relations and often seem undisturbed by the vast and apocalyptic terrain and 

weather patterns that surround them. 	

	

[Symbols of Agency: The Forest of Failed Escapes] 

In Leap, Terry Tempest Williams discusses the elements composing El Bosco's Hell in his 

Garden of Earthly Delights. Ladders are a repeated image in her freeform poetic chapter on the 

last, apocalyptic section of the triptych painting. “There are so many ladders, why all the ladders 

in El Bosco's Hell?”iv It was reading William's book, almost four years ago, that first began my 

association of ladders with hell. I began to understand the tool as a means of an impossible hope 
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to climb one's way out of the fiery basement we envision as eternal damnation. In one passage, 

Williams uses the simile “as precarious as ladders raised against heaven,” similarly picturing the 

same apparatus as an unlikely way to get higher, to get to a place of respite. In my own work, 

ladders are direct paths; they are shortcuts that attempt to circumvent an intended route. They are 

symbolic of a false solution, a tempting but untrue path that will bend beneath your eager weight 

when you try to use it as a way around a problem you refuse to address.  

The Forest of Failed Escapes is a particular locale in The Grove, represented in the 

installation, The only way out of the forest is through the trees. (fig. 6) In this installation, scores 

of etched and cut out ladders are pinned to lean against the trunk of nearly every other tree. I 

have chosen the ladder to represent the girl's futile attempts at escape and therefore relief from 

the setting of her psyche. The ladders barely reach to the treetops, and thus couldn't possibly 

offer a successful means of escape from the forest and its perils. Each ladder depicts an attempt 

by the girl to avoid the work of living in The Grove. 	

	

[More Symbols In The Grove: The Role of The Doubled Figures: Denial and Desire] 

Although the girl appears alone in many drawings, she is accompanied by a second figure in 

three of the graphite images. The nature of the relationship between the two girls is intentionally 

left unclear. I will offer two potential interpretations for this pairing, leaving another riddle to be 

considered. The first read arises from the fact that the second figure looks quite similar to the 

first. I have intentionally made it difficult to determine which of the girls is the original occupant 

of The Grove. However, I have continually included subtle but notable differences between their 

appearances. These differences suggest that the girls are in fact variations of the same person. In 
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one composition, I've constructed a power dynamic between the two figures. (fig. 7) The two 

girls stand with clasped hands, the one on the right stands just slightly in front of the girl in the 

pony tail. While her companion casts her eyes dejectedly towards the ground, the girl in the bun 

trains her eyes forwards. Her shoulders are square and her gaze is steady and meets the viewer's 

with an unwavering refusal to look away. She is a stronger version of the girl in the ponytail, 

pulling the other form forward, supporting her both physically and emotionally to continue on. 	

An alternative interpretation comes from the figures' shown signs of intimacy, which 

belie an amorous relationship. Two times I draw them holding hands; in these images the girls 

are not looking at one another, but instead looking at the ground or straight at the viewer. They 

both appear either uncomfortable – avoiding one another's gaze, communicating with stiff limbs 

– or comfortable enough with one another that words are not needed. (fig. 8) One image breaks 

from this cold ambiance: the young women are pictured facing one another, meeting each other's 

gaze; one girl leans toward the other, one hand on the other's knee, the other on the hinged door 

of the cage she wears. There is a tension in the gaze between the two sets of eyes, a charge in the 

presumably closing space between them. (fig. 9) 	

When considering the work as a reflection of my personal life, each of these 

interpretations holds its own validity. When I first drew two female figures into one composition, 

I believed them to be two people who shared the experience of the cage's weight around their 

shoulders, and who took comfort in the knowledge that they were understood by one another. As 

I produced more iterations of the duo, I began to see one as stronger than the other, and thus at 

times saw them as a binary of fragile and capable selves. As time continued on, I came out of a 

denial about my sexuality and saw what friends had been seeing in the drawings all along: a 
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repressed desire for Sapphic intimacy leaking into my work. No explicit intimacy is shown in 

these drawings. Even in the final, charged composition, what I've tried to capture is the built 

tension of a desire stifled for years – the body language of fear and excitement, the simultaneous 

longing and terror in the eyes of the girl about to be kissed. 	

	

[More Symbols In The Grove: Mourning The Casualties Of Ignorance]  

My new perspective on my sexuality came about halfway through the creation of this 

work, and began to shape the realization of subsequent pieces. In the months when the fog of my 

denial began to dissipate, memories of unprocessed emotions surfaced. For some time, it felt as 

though I were faced with a dense thicket of blocked out experiences, and the prospect of trudging 

through them overwhelmed me. I drew She found them one at a time... during this period, 

picturing myself literally faced with a wall of dense forest, filled with the carved initials of 

recent, and far past, unacknowledged objects of my affection and desire.  

It took me over one hundred hours to slowly build the many layers of soft shading in this 

drawing. As with the thousands of hours I've spent printing and cutting the etched trees in this 

exhibition, these hours were a meditative act. A past with an eating disorder and depression 

limited and shaped my experience of my sexuality for the first twenty-four years of my life, a 

realization that initially filled me with an immense sense of loss. The cage over my head had 

robbed me of something I could never get back. Making this drawing was an act of mourning 

those lost experiences. A few lines surfaced in my writings at this time:	
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(One day, I will leave violets on the graves of	

Kisses never had	

And hands never held) 	

	

Drawing She found them... was my way of laying violets on these graves, the graves of the 

casualties by my ignorance. The girl's cage is off, allowing her to witness what it kept hidden 

from her. Of course, my internal struggles limited other experiences of mine as well, and so the 

markings she finds amongst the trees can be seen as more broadly representative of all that one 

misses when locked away inside their own cage.  

Casualties of Ignorance are lives and living lost for the sake of stagnation, comfort and 

perceived safety. The chickens in Thread of Doubt, symbolize similar loss experienced as a 

result of the “cage” co-opting one's energy and attention. The subject's preoccupation with her 

own struggle leaves her culpable in the death of the birds that she otherwise could have 

protected. I use the most-killed land animalv to denote the frequency and helplessness of these 

occurrences. This symbol, like the carved initials in the trunks of the trees, is also born form 

personal anecdote. My own feelings of impotence in protecting the vulnerable group of creatures 

deemed “food” from their predetermined end have long left me feeling sick with guilt, and 

resentful of the “cage” that often stills me in the face of conflict.  

Amy Cutler, a contemporary artist working in gouache, uses birds as a consistent symbol 

in her own works. Similar to my graphite drawings, her backgrounds are typically sparse, and 

sometimes completely empty. Her illustrative paintings are composed almost entirely of female 
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figures, and are most often illuminated with a full range of animating color. In her composition, 

That's how I feel sometimes, (fig.10) Cutler draws a woman standing in a desolate space, tilting 

her head back to look up at a cloud of small black birds dancing in the air above her. Only, where 

the woman's head should be, sits a blue, multi-storied bird house. Cutler has expressed that she 

uses birds in her work to symbolize migrating thoughts.vi Thus, one can imagine this immense 

flock of birds, who all seem poised to dive into the limited number of small holes in the house, as 

an overflow of cerebration, uncontained in its chaos. There is a parallel between Culter's and my 

use of not only birds, but the manmade structures that house them. This employment of aviaries 

possesses a key difference, however: Cutler's figure's thoughts are flawed for their volume, their 

disarray, her mind cannot be contained within the neat confines of the small structure. My girl 

has the opposite problem: she is (or her thoughts are) too easily contained within the bars of the 

cage atop her head.  

Like the other artists I've chosen to discuss, Amy Cutler's use of symbols contributes to 

the original world documented in her visual narratives. This world is filled with female 

characters who often perform what is classically categorized as “woman's work,” only the scenes 

she creates are often of a surrealist and futile nature. Women spool the long hair of their peers, 

iron each other into foldable cloth stacks, indeed many even hold their own heads in their laps as 

they sit. Intricately patterned fabrics, animated facial expressions, and loaded relations between 

figures, work together to create incredibly rich yet elusive fables. 	
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[Conclusion: Disorientation and Dissolution] 

Although I offer in this paper some answers to the origins of the symbols used in my works, 

these understandings are far from fixed. One would hope that emerging from a denial would 

bring clarity, but mine brought with it a disorientation that intensified the difficulty to distinguish 

reality from fiction. Finding the lost marks in the trees sent me back through every square foot of 

forest to see if there was anything else I could have missed. Simultaneously, whatever surfaces in 

the confounding space of The Grove feels untrustworthy. Anything and everything I find may be 

an illusion. The thread of doubt is able to take hold again. My rendering of the drawings is an 

effort to further push the ambiguity already found amongst questions of the cage's permanence, 

the thread's strength, the girls' relationship, and the chickens' killer.  

In The Grove, I depict the allegorized space of my internal landscape. A girl wearing a 

cage over her head stands in for myself and wanders a topography sometimes dense, other times 

desolate. In the forest she finds things that challenge her conception of herself and the world 

around her. With this work, I inquire into one's agency in one's own internal life, and attempt to 

visually represent experiences in hopes of better understanding them. The Grove follows in the 

tradition of other pairings of pictures and text that are not easily categorized as children's books 

or adult literature. Thus, the form of The Grove enforces the ambiguity of its content in more 

ways than one.  

When one walks through the dimly lit gallery, they must move incredibly close to each 

drawing to see the softly shaded forms on the page. Even then, one may need to squint, tilt their 

head, and look at the image from multiple angles to see the full composition. One must examine 

each drawing, small portions at a time, just as the girl must examine facets of her experiences in 
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The Grove. One might wonder if the drawing will one day fade, just as the figure must wonder if 

her understandings, like others before them, will dissolve, like fragile graphite marks, and leave 

behind empty space.  
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[List of Figures]	

 

fig. 1  And so she was left to consider, all that is real and all that is imagined. Cut etchings on paper. 
15"x 22'. 2016-2017. 

	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And so she was left to consider... (detail)	
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fig. 2		She found them one at a time, though it felt like all at once, and lived each in its entirety, memories 
from yesterday and long ago. Graphite on paper. 29.5" x 41". 2016.	
	

	
	
She found them one at a time…(installation view)	
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Fig. 3	This thread of doubt will take me in my sleep. Graphite on paper. 29.5" x 41". 2017.	

	
	
	

	
	
	

	
	
	

	
	

	

	

	

	

	

This thread of doubt…(detail)	
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Fig. 4 	Thread of Doubt II (But we will always keep these memories of the grove.) graphite on paper. 42" 
x 42". 2017.	
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Fig. 5 	Thread of Doubt III. Graphite on paper. 42" x 81". 2017.	
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Fig. 6 The only way out of the forest is through the trees. Cut etchings on paper. 12" x 16'. 2017.	
	

	
 	
 

	
	
	
	

	
	
	

	
	
	

	
	
	

The only way out of the forest…(detail)	
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This newly hallowed reality…(installation view) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 	This newly hallowed reality catches, making the air rise from my lungs. Graphite on paper.  

41" x 29.5". 2016.	
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Fig. 8 	She had seen enough beginnings to know one would show up soon. Graphite on paper.  

41" x 29.5". 2016. 	

	
	
	

	
	
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

She had seen enough 

…(installation view)	
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Fig. 9  One day, I will lay violets on the graves of/Kisses never had and/Hands never held. Graphite on 
paper. 42" x 42". 2016.	

	
	

	

One day, I will lay violets…(installation view) 
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Fig. 10 Amy Cutler. That's how I feel sometimes. Gouache on paper. 2008.	
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Notes	
	

i	Mark	Danielewski,	House	of	Leaves	(New	York:	Pantheon	Books,	2000),	33.	

	

ii	Karen	Wilkin,	Ascending	Peculiarity	(London:	Harcourt	Press,	2001),	30.	

	

iii	“Robyn	O'neil	–	March	2011.”	Ulrich	Museum	of	Art,	posted	March	31,	2011,	
https://vimeo.com/24585380		

	

iv	Terry	Tempest	Williams.	Leap.	(New	York:		Pantheon	Books,	2000),	47.	

	

v	“Kill	counter,”	ADAPTT,	accessed	February	22,	2017,	http://www.adaptt.org/killcounter.html	

	

vi	“Artist	Talk:	Amy	Cutler,	March	26th,	2015.”	Baltimore	Museum	of	Art,	accessed	February	20,	2017,	
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QqNpv5xXmjM		
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